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ABSTRACT
Strain and deflection measurements were made on the superstructure
of the northbound "on" ramp of the Bridgeport Bridge (S-9896) betwe~n
Bridgeport and Norristown, FA. The ramp is a horizontally curved,
steel, twin plate girder structure with a noncomposite reinforced con-
crete deck. Strain gages were mounted on the two girders and on the
floor beams to measure strains caused by static and dynamic truck loads.
The FHWA test truck, loaded to approximate an AASHTO HS20-44 truc~was
used. Analog trace recordings were made during the crawl and speed runs
of the truck. Static live load stresses and deflections were computed
using the computer program CURVBRG. The ramp was not opened to traffic
at the time of this investigation (May 1974).
The computed and measured static and dynamic live load stresses
produced by the test truck compared well. The measured values were gen-
erally lower. Both the computed and measured stresses, however, were
lower than the design stresses. Measured deflections were consistent
with computed values but were lower than design deflections.
Impact factors were determined as the ratio of stresses or deflec-
tions during a speed run of the test truck to those during a crawl run of
the truck over the bridge. These factors were, in all but one case, low-
er than those computed from the AASHTO Specifications for straight gir-
ders. Comparison of measured live load stresses with the allowable
fatigue strength for the lowest strength detail suggests a low probability
that the bridge may encounter eventual fatigue cracking. A more precise
indication of fatigue life will require a stress history study.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Horizontally curved steel plate and box girders are commonly
found in bridge structures. They are frequently used in the construc-
tion of elevated entrance and exit ramps for multi-~ane highways. Often
the steel girders are designed to interact with the concrete deck to
resist vehicular loads. However the flexure-shear-torsion interaction
in curved girders significantly complicates the analysis and design.
Until recently, few design guidelines or specifications existed and
comparatively little supporting research was performed.
In 1969 the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) of the u.s.
Department of Transportation (U.S. DOT), with the sponsorship of 25
participating state highway departments, commenced a large research
project on curved girder bridges. The project was commonly· referred to
as the CURT (Qonsortium of Qniversity !esearch learns) Project. The
tentative specifications(1,2) resulting from the CURT study incorporate
their findings as well as input from other simultaneous efforts. In
addition to the CURT investigation several field tests of existing
curved girder bridges were made. (3,4)
In 1973 the FHWA sponsored an extensive research investigation
into the fatigue behavior of horizontally curved steel plate and box
girders. This investigation was conducted at Lehigh University and
consists primarily of three parts (1) analytical studies to determine
the influence on fatigue strength of such factors as crack growth in
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the presence of a stress range gradient, diaphragm spacing in box girders,
heat curving and "oil canning" (out-of-plane web deformation) of plate
girder webs, (2) fatigue tests of five large size curved plate girder
assemblies and three large size curved box girders and (3) ultimate
strength tests of three of the five curved plate girder assemblages and
two of the three curved box girders (of the five ultimate strength tests,
four have composite concrete slabs). (5-12)
At an early stage of the FHWA sponsored fa'tigue investigation, a
field test was conducted on the recently constructed (but not opened to
traffic) horizontally curved northbound "on" ramp of the Bridgeport
Bridge (8-9896) between Norristown and Bridgeport, Pennsylvania. The
bridge ramp consists of twin horizontally curved steel plate girders and
a reinforced concrete deck as shown in Figs. 1 to 4. The configuration
of the plate girders is similar to that of the plate girders tested in
the FHWA sponsbred investigation mentioned above. The investigation was
sponsored by pennDOT.
1.2 Objectives
This report pLesents the results of the field test of the curved
bridge ramp. The primary objectives of the investigation are to:
1. Provide a correlation between the measured stresses in the plate
girders with stresses determined by CURVBRG, (13) one of the
computer programs used in the analysis and design of the large
scale curved plate girder assemblies mentioned in Art. 1.1 (5)
and with the design stresses. (14)
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2. Compare the measured stresses in the plate girders with AASHTO
allowabl~ fatigue strengths in order to predict the fatigue~
h f h b 'd h d t t ff' (15-17)strengt 0 t e r1 ge ramp w en opene 0 ra ~c.
1.3 Description of the Bridge Ramp
The Bridgeport Bridge ramp was constructed in 1974 and was not
open to traffic at the time of the field test. The structure, as
indicated in Fig. 1, is a three-span, simply supported, steel, hori-
zontally curved, twin plate girder bridge connected by floor beams and
having a non-composite reinforced concrete deck. The design was by the
1973 AASHO Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges and the 1974
I - S -f' · f b -d (14-16)nter1m peC1 1cat1ons or r1 ges.
As shown in Fig. ~ the center span support prevents expansion
over pier 1 and allows expansion over pier 2. The bearing at pier 1 is
oriented radial to the g~rder. At pier 2 ~e bearing is skewed 22.5°.(14)
The bearings are spherical, self-lubricated and allow rotational move-
- (18)
ments at the ends of the curved girders.
Figure 2 is a plan view of the center span. The span has a
centerline radius of curvature R of 296.44 ft and a centerline span
length of 125.65 ft. Transverse floor beams are spaced equally at 7.85
ft along the centerline, and are numbered as shown in Fig. 2 for refer-
,ence.
An elevation of the main longitudinal girders Gl and G2 is shown
in Fig. 3. They are welded plate girders with flanges of variable area
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along the span. ASTM A572, Grade 50 steel was used for web and flange
plates up to l~ inches thick. ASTM A588 steel was used for plates over
l~ inches thick including material for field splices and bearing shoes.
All other steel is ASTM A36. Full depth intermediate stiffeners are
used throughout the length of the girders, and occur between floor beams.
A cross section of the center span is shown in Fig. 4. The floor
beams consist of W33x130 rolled sections of ASTM A36 steel with knee
braces at each end which are bolted to 8"x5/8" connection plates which
are welded to the webs. The connection plates are welded to the tension
and compression flanges of the girder. The deck consists of permanent
metal decking with a 9 inch, 3000 psi, non-composite reinforced concrete
slab.
1.4 Scope
Strain measurements were acquired on May 23 and 24, 1974, pri-
marily on the two curved plate girders and one floor beam diaphragm.
Deflections of the two girders were also measured. All strain and
deflection measurements were acquired during static, crawl and speed
runs of an FHWA test truck which was loaded to approximate an AASHTO
HS20-44 loading.
The CURVBRG computer program was used to calculate stresses at all
gage locations. The computed stresses were compared with the static and
dynamic stresses calculated from the measured strains. Calculated and
measured deflections were also compared.
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2 • INSTRUMENTATION, RECORDlllG AND LOAnmG
2.1 Instrumentation
Eighty electrical resistance strain gages and four FHWA deflecto-
meters were mounted on the center span of the bridge. Figure 5 shows
the locations of the primary strain gages on girders Gl and G2. The
locations of gages on the girder cross sections are shown in Figs. 6
through 11. The locations of strain gages on floor beam No.9 (Figs. 2,
5) are shown in Fig. 12. All strain gages were oriented in the longi-
tudinal direction of a member to measure flexural strains. Strain gages
were located near welded details on flanges of girders and floor beams,
and at arbitrary locations elsewhere in order to measure flexural strains
in flanges and webs.
The strain gages used were ~ in. long electrical resistance foil /
gages. ~he gages were protected by application of a weatherproof coating
and compensated for temperature change.
The locations of deflectometers are shown in Fig. 13. Each FHWA
deflectometer consists of a triangular aluminum plate 1/8 in. thick with
four electrical resistance strain gages located at the base. (4) The
deflectometers are clamped to the edges of the bottom flanges of the
girders. Through the use of a taut steel wire, anchored to the ground,
which initiates a deflection of the aluminum plate greater than the
expected deflection of the girder, the deflection of the bridge, under
load, can be measured.
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2.2 Recording Equipment
For recording the strain readings, the FHWA's instruments van was
utilized. The equipment includes a set of amplifiers, 64 channels of
ultraviolet analog trace recorders, an analog-to-digital converter, and
an FM digital tape recorder. A total of 64 gages can be monitored
simultaneously. Prior to a test the zero reading of each gage is
recorded and periodic checks of this zero level are conducted to· reduce
drift during monitoring. All data is stored on a 9-track magnetic tape
simultaneously with the anal~g trace recorders. The latter yields a
trace of the live load strain magnitudes as a, function of time.
Figure 14 shows the centerline of the test truck lanes and positions
of the striker hoses on the deck. During static, crawl and speed runs,
the centerline of the test truck was located in the positions shown in
the figure, which are referred to the edge of the curb. Two of the pneu-
matic striker hoses were positioned over or near the center-span supports.
These hoses provi4ed ,a longitudinal position indicator of the truck on each
oscillograph and tape record as the truck entered the center span. Two
additional hoses were placed 50 ft from each end of the center span to
monitor vehicle speed and to activate the oscillograph recorders.
2.3 Loading
Loading was provided by the FHWA test truck loaded to simulate a
. (15)
standard AASHTO HS-20-44 truck. .Figure 15 shows a comparison
between the measured test truck load and standard AASHTO HS-20-44 truck.
The total weight of the test truck was 78.38 kips compared to the AASHTO
load of 72 kips.
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Static as well as dynamic live load testing was conducted. In
the static tests the truck was placed at four different positions as
shown in Figs. 16 and 17. The truck was positioned over the midspan
and over the south quarter point of the span. The centerline of the
truck was 7 ft 3 in. from the curb over girder G2 and 5 ft 3 in. from the
curb over girder Gl (see Fig. 14). Strains were measured before and
after moving the truck into position.
The dynamic loading~consistedof both crawl and speed runs with
the truck traversing the bridge along the three truck lanes shown in
Fig. 14, in both the north and south directions. Table 1 shows the
crawl and speed run 'information. Records land 30 were used for cali-
bration. Where measured crawl speed is absent the speed was below 1 mph.
Because of the ramp curvature and a grade from the south it was diffi-
cult to make a speed run of greater than 30 to 35 mph. In fact at about
35 mph, the test truck was nearly out of control as it negotiated the
ramp.
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3. MEASURED AND COMPUTED STRESSES AND DEFLECTIONS
3.1 Measured Stresses
The dynamic strain readings accumulated ,during the field test of
the Bridgeport bridge were stored on magnetic tape as well as on permanent
analog trace recordings. The magnetic tapes were used by the FHWA to
evaluate the performance of the recording and con~ersion systems. For
~his report the measured strains e were determined from the permanent
analog trace recordings using the following reduction formula developed
by the FHWA:
GR(1.0 + 0.000415 L)(TD)(~: Gain\)
. Gain
GF ( 6 •04x lOs ) (CD)
where GR = gage resistance
L = length of cable in feet
TD trace deflection in inches (dynamic loads) or a reading in
volts (static loads) from a visible dial
c. Gain calibration gain
o. Gain = operator gain
GF = gage fac-tor
CD = calibration deflection in inches on the trace reading or
volts on the dial.
After strains were calculated from Eq. 1 the stresses cr were
obtained from cr = E e where E is Young's modulus.
The static strain readings were also determined from Eq. 1.
However the input (TD and CD) was read directly from a visible dial
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(1)
and was not permanently recorded. Equation 1 was also used to compute
girder deflections from deflectometer strains (Art. 3.3).
3.2 Computed Stresses
Stresses at the gage locations ,were also calculated using the
CURVBRG program. CURVBRG was developed specifically for analyzing the
stresses and deflections of curved plate gir~er bridges. (l3) The pro-
gram idealizes the bridge superstructure as a two dimensional grid
considering five possible component types: curved girders, deck slab
strips, floor beams, diagonally braced cross frames and wind bracing
members. For the Bridgeport model,only the first three component
types are needed to describe the structure.
The input data of the CURVBRG program is in standard FORTRAN
format. Other features include automatic generation of grid joints to
include coordinates, definition of girder properties in cross section
dimensions and automatic generation .of data for slab" strips and dia-
phragms.
A cross section of the CURVBRG model of the Bridgeport bridge is
shown in Fig. 18. Even though no shear connectors are prOVided, compo-
site action is assumed. The curbs are neglected. Also, because of
program limitations,it is not possible to include the knee bracing at
the floor beams (Fig. 4). Since the bridge is assumed to be composite,
the input data for CURVBRG requires the effective width of the slab. -
The effective tvidth was determined by AASHTO specification 1.7.00 for
a beam with an overhang and is equal to twelve times the lea$t thick-
ness of the slab. (15)
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In order to model the four static loading cases (Art. 2.3)
it is ne~essary to distribute the loads, first to the transverse
floor beam and then to the main girders. Distribution of these loads is
carried out according to AASHTO specifications 1.3.1 (B) and (C). (15)
Figure 19 shows schematic~11y the distribution sequence for static load
position 1 (Fig. 16). This sequence was repeated for the other three
load cases. Distribution in both directions assumed simple supports.
With the input of dat~, stresses were calculated for the static
live load tests. CURVBRG does not pos~ess the capability for handling
dynamic loading and no dynamic stresses were calculated for the speed
runs for this report.
3.3 Deflections,
From the measured de£lectometer strains the deflections ~ of the
girder flanges were calculated using
e(l.O + 0.0065 t) 6£
fJ. = 4.0
where e = strain computed from Eq. 1
(2)
~ = length of the taut steel wire anchored to the ground (Art. 2.1)
~ = deflection calibration factor for a specific gage (provided byf
FHWA)
Deflections at the deflectometer locations were also computed
using the CURVBRG computer program.
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4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
4.1 Static Stresses
Figures 20 through 23 show the measured and computed stresses at
selected gaged cross sections (see Fig. 5) of both girders for static
load position 4 (see Fig. 17). The measured stress distributions are
shown by solid lines. The computed stress ~i~tribution is shown dashed.
Maximum stresses occurred in girder G2 which was nearest to the truck.
For each of the four load cases, the computed stresses showed reasonable
agreement with the measured stresses, especially in the web. Computed
values are nearly always larger. This may be partly due to the analy-
tical model used (see Fig. 18) which omitted the curb and the knee
brace at each floor beam. In general for most sections, good agreement
also exists between the measured and computed stress gradients across
the flange.
The maximum static live load stress in the tension flange directly
under the web at all cross sections and considering all four static load
cases is shown in Table 2. The table compares the maximum static design
stress (LL only) and the maximum measured and computed (CURVBRG) stresses
at each of the instrumented girder cross .sections. Each of the measured
and compute~ stresses at a cross section correspond to one of the static
load positions shown in Figs. 16 and 17. The design stress at each cross
section was determined from the girder design calculations preparea by
Richardson, Gordon and Associates, Consulting Engineers, Philadelphia,
PA.(14) The design of each girder is based on a two-lane bridge with one
HS20-44 truck per lane ,and therefore assumes a loading of 1.37 AASHTO
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trucks per girder. Correspondingly, the static load positions 1 and 2
shown in Fig. 16 provide 0.86 test trucks on girder Gl while static load
positions 3 and 4 shown in Fig. 17 provide 0.79 test trucks on girder G2.
Accounting for the ratio of test truck weight (78.38 kips) to the AASHTO
truck weight (72 kips) of 1.09 (see also,Fig. 15) the revised distribu-
tions of static test truck weights to girders Gl and G2 are 'therefore 0.94
and 0.86, respectively.
The computed and measured static stresses are all lower than the
design stresses even accounting for the 0.94/1.37 or 0.86/1.37 ratios
dictate~ from above applied to the' static design stress. Of particular
interest is a comparison of the measured and computed (Measured/CURVBRG)
stresses shown in Table 2. The ratio of stresses is by no means uniform
and shows a large variation. This is not particularly significant in
terms of static ultimate strength of the girders. However, a substantial
variation in actual versus computed stress may be significant with respect
to the fatigue strength of curved girders. Depending on the radius of
curvature and diaphragm spacing, stresses along the edges of the tension
flange of curved plate girders fluctuate over a wide range. To achieve
adequate fatigue strength, extreme care must be exercised in the analy-
sis of these stresses.
The measured stresses in floor beam No. 9 were very low for all
four static loading cases. The maximum stresses were always below
0.5 ksi. This implies that little interaction exists between the floor
beams and the girders in the four load cases selected. In addition,
,no wheel loads occurred directly over floor beam No.9 for any load case.
Thus the effect of wheel loads on floor beam stresses was not obtained
for static loading.
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4.2 Dynamic Stresses
The test vehicle made crawl and speed runs in the three truck lanes
in both the northbou~d and the southbound directions (Fig. 14 and Table
1). The bridge ramp is intended for northbound traffic. Since there
were only minor differences in stress magnitudes for the two truck
directions the discussion of dynamic effects is made only for the
northbound test results.
Table 3 summarizes the impact factors at maximum stress locations
(gage locations) when the truck is travelling at four different speeds
in each of the three truck locations. Impact factor is defined here
as the difference between the speed run and crawl run stresses divided
by the crawl run stress assuming stresses due to centrifugal forces
are negligible. It-is apparent that the impact factors based on measured
stresses did not increase as the speed of the truck increased. For
comparison, the impact factors computed using the AASHTO formula for
straight girders are also listed in the table. None of the measured
factors were higher than the AASHTO value.
As in the case of static loading, the dynamic stresses in a girder
are higher when the truck is near to the girder. The maximum dynamic
(live load plus impact) stresses occurred in the inside girder G2,
which is expected because of the larger moment of inertia of girder Gt.
Table 4 lists the design and measured maximum live load plus impa.ct
stresses in the tension flange at all, gage locations. (The design
stress includes impact and was computed as discussed in Art. 4.1.)
Also shown is the measured to design stress ratio. In all cases the
design values are higher.
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The maximum dynamic live load plus impact stress in floor beam No. 9
is about 105 ksi. This stress was measured at Section P shown in Fig. 12.
4.3 Static and Dynamic Deflections
Table 5 compares the measured and computed (CURVBRG) maximum static
deflections in girders Gl and G2 for two locations of the test truck.
Except for girder Gl, the agreement is satisfactory. The measured
deflections are also generally smaller than the computed deflections.
This is in agreement ,with the measured-to-computed stresses under static
loads (Art. 4.1).
No computed dynamic deflections were obtained which could be
compared with the measured dynamic deflections. The maximum recorded
dynamic deflection was 0.361 in. at midspan of girder G2. By comparing
the crawl run and speed run deflections, impact factors have been
computed which are analogous to those determined from stresses
(Art. 4.2) and are listed in Table 6. In general the impact factors
based OQ deflection did not increase with increasing speed of the truck
which agrees with the impact factors based on measured stresses. In
only one case did the impact factor exceed the AASHTO value.
4.4 Fatigue Strength
The maximum dynamic (live load plus impact) stresses in the flanges
are also the max~mum stress ranges to which the flanges are subjected.
Table 4 lists the maximum measured·stress ranges (LL+I) at the gaged
cross sections. The maximum stress ranges at the edges of the flanges
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will be approximately 15% higher and can be estimated from the stress
gradients shown in Figs. 20 to 23. On this basis the maximum live load
plus impact stress range for a single passage of an AASHTO HS-20-44
truck will be about 5.4 ksi. The minimum strength detail which exists
in the structure is a rectangular gusset plate welded to the edge of
the tension flange which bolts to the bottom of floor beam Type FB3
as shown in Fig. 24. (18) This detail corresponds to AASHTO Category E
which has a fatigue strength of 8 ksi at 2,000,000 cycles and 5 ksi for
over 2,000,000 cycles. (15,17) The maximum stress range of about 5.4
ksi occurs in the vicinity of this detail (gaged sections Hand J -
Fig. 5 and Table 4). Since fatigue cracking can be expected at these
details when somewhat more .than 2,000,000 cycles of design loading has
occurred, a more precise indic~tion of the expected life of the detail
will require a stress history study of the ramp under actual traffic.
Assuming a distribution of gross vehicle weight observed at other
locations in Pennsylvania, there appears to be a low probability of
fatigue cracking at this detail.
Assuming the distribution of gross vehicle weight observed at
other locations in pennsylvania(19) is also applicable to this structure,
an effective stress range' of about 2 ksi should result at this detail.
Tbis would require about 100 million variable stress cycles due to ADTT
to produce fatigue cracking. Hence, it seems reasonable to assume that
a low probability of £a~igue cracking.exis~s since, being a ramp, this
structure is not likely to be subjected to extreme truck traffic volume.
A common lo.cation for fatigue cracks in curved plate girders is in the
web near cutouts at the bottom of transverse stiffeners which are not
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welded to the tension flange and are incorporated into the diaphragms. (7)
Fatigue cracks can also occur due to out-of-plane web displacement
between the web-to-flange weld and the stiffener-to-web weld which
terminates at the top of the cutoute Since the floor beam connection
plates are welded to the tension and compression flanges, no fatigue
cracking of the web is expected. Web bending strains were measured in
the web near a connection plate and found to be very low.
HOil canning" describes the oue-of-plane deflections of the web
as a truck traverses the span. Web bending stresses are introduced
which reach maxtmum values near web boundaries. Strain measurements
taken to evaluate these stresses indicated that fatigue due to "oil
canning" will not be a problem.
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The Bridgeport curved girder bridge "on" ramp is primarily for
single-lane northbound vehicles when open to traffic. Provision has
been made for future two-lane northbound traffic. In this study, the
bridge deck was ~divided into three test lanes and the test truck
travelled in both directions over each of the three lanes. Little
difference was found in the stresses and deflections for the two direc-
tions of the test truck runs. Therefore, the following summary and
conclusions are applicable regardless of traffic direction.
1. Noting that girder Gl has the larger moment of inertia, the
maximum live load stresses occur in girder G2 with the truck
travelling close to the curb above this girder (lane 1). These
maximums occur for both the dynamic and static truck loadings
on the bridge. This condition is in agreement with results
from similar studies. (3~4)
2. Noting that girder Gl has the larger moment of inertia, the
maximum deflect ions are also at the midspan of girder G2, when
the test truck is over the girder and at midspan.
3. The static stresses and deflections of the bridge evaluated
through the computer program CURVBRG show good agreement with
the measured stresses and deflections under static loads.
4. Both the computed (CURVBRG) and measured static live load
stresses were lower than the design live load stresses. The
measured dynamic (live load plus impact) stresses were always
lower than the design values, sometimes by a large percentage.
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5. The measured stress range in the tension flange near the rectan-
gular gusset plate welded to the tension flange and bolted to
floor beams type FB 3 is about 5.4 ksi compared to a fatigue
strength of this detail of 5 ksi for over 2,000,000 cycles or
load. However, assuming a distribution of gross vehicle weight
observed at other locations in Pennsylvania, there appears to
be a low probability of fatigue cr~cking at this detail.
6. Since the vertical connection plates at the floor beam locations
are welded to the girder flanges as well as the web,no out-of-
plane web displacements will occur at the top and bottom of the
connection plates. Thus no fatigue cracking of the webs is
expected at these locations.
7. The web bending stresses wer'e low and there was no significant
"oil canning" action of the webs.
-18-
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Table 1 - Crawl and Speed Runs
Truck Measured
Record Lane Nominal Speed
Number (Fig. 14) Speed!Dir. (mph)
1 Cal.
2 1 C - NB
3 1 C - NB
4 2 C NB
5 3 C - NB
6 1 20 mph - NB 22.26
7 2 20 mph - NB 20.63
8 3 20 mph - NB 22.03
9 2 S - NB 34.44
10 1 20 mph - SB 22.02
11 1 S - NB 33.76
:12 3 S
- NB 31.34
13 2 20 mph - SB 22.88
14 2 C
- NB
15 3 20 mph - SB 22.33
16 3 C
- NB 1.81
17 1 C - SB 1.70
18 2 C - SB 1.66
19 3 C - SB 1.61
20 1 C - SB 1.69
21 2 C - SB 1.69
22 3 C - SB 1.57
23 1 S
- SB 29.65
24 1 10 mph - NB 10.68
25 2 S - SB 32.61
26 2 10 mph - NB 10.85
27 3 S - SB 25.27
28 3 10 mph - NB 10.56
29 2 S SB 32.64
30 Cal.
C - Crawl Run
S - Speed Run
NB - Northbound
SB - Southbound
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Table 2 - Maximum Static Live Load Stresses in
Tension Flange Directly Below Web
Cross Maximum Static LL Stress (ksi) Measured Measured
Section Design Measured CURVBRG Design CURVBRG
A 5.47 1.77 2.65 0.324 0.668
B 5.45 3.26 2.70 0.598 1.207
C 5.38 2.19 2.63 0.407 0.833
D 4.27 1.20 1.77 0.281 0.678
E 3.95
·F 5.46 1.80 3.29 0.300 0.547
G 4.72 1.98
H 5.06 2.85 3.20 0.563 0.891
I 5.00 2.13 3.13 0.426 0.681
J 4.99 2.82 2.86 0.565 0.986
K 3.97 2.37 1.35 0.600 1.756
L 3.75
M 5.24
N 4.72 0.69 2.64 0.146 0.261
0 4.66
. -22-
Table 3 - Impact Factors (Percent) during Crawl and Speed Runs Based on Measured Stresses
Truck Lane 1 Truck Lane 2 Truck Lane 3
(Fig. 14) (Fig. 14) (Fig. 14)
Nominal Max. Max. Max. Max. Max. Max.
Truck Dynamic Crawl Impact Dynamic Crawl Impact Dynamic Crawl Impact
Speed Stress Stress (%) Stress Stress (%) Stress Stress (%)
(mph)
Crawl* 3-.97 3.97 - 2.13 2.13 - 2.30 2.30
10 4.65 3.97 17.1 2.42 2.13 13.6 2.44 2.30 6.1
I 20 3.62 3.97 - 8.8 2.10 2.13 -1.4 2.40 2.30 4.3
l'V
w
I Speed 3.50 3.97 -11.8 2.50 2.13 17.4 2.48 2.30 7.8
Run*
AASHTO Impact Factors (%) 20.0 19.9 19.6
*See Art. 2.3
* - _. - .. ~ ~
The maximum measured LL+I stress range along the tips of the flanges
will be appro~i~a~ely 15% higher (Art. 4.4).
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Table 5 - Comparison of Measured and Computed
Maximum Deflections in Inches under
Static Truck Loads
Static
Load Outside Girder Gl InsidEB Girder G2
Position
(Figs. 16,17) Measured CURVBRG Measured CURVBRG
Position 1 0.031 0.105 0.308 0.353
Position 3 0.238 0.477 0.06 0.05
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Table 6 - Impact Factors (Percent) during Crawl and Speed Runs Based on Measured Deflections
Truck Lane 1 Truck Lane 2 Truck Lane 3
(Fig. 14) (Fig. 14) (Fig. 14)
Nominal l1ax. Max. Max. Max. Max. Max.
Truck Dynamic Crawl Impact Dynamic Crawl Impact Dynamic Crawl Impact
Speed Def1n. Defln. (%) Defin. DefIn. (%) Defin. Defln. (%)
(mph)
Crawl* 0.308 0.308 - 0.201 0.201 - 0.238 0.238
t
tv 10 0.355 0.308 15.3 0.201 0.201 - 0.269 0.238 13.00\
I
20 0.361 0.308 17.2 0.214 0.201 6.5 0.238 -0.238
Speed 0.321 0.308 4.2 0.254 0.201 26.4 0.268 0.238 12.6
Run*
AASHTO Impact Factors (%) 20.0 19.9 19.6
-kSee Art. 2.3
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Gage Locations - Floor Beam NO.9 (see Figs. 2 and 5)
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Fig. 18 Cross Section of the CURVBRG Model
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